"No UAP" is close second

By Curtis Reeves

Robert Schulte, Jr., and John Krzywicki defeated a field of six other candidates for the top spot in MIT's Student Assembly elections. Schulte-Krzywicki captured 309 first place votes out of 1,412 ballots cast. Schulte received 420 first place tallies.

Class elections

In the class elections, Howie Siegel became the permanent president of the Class of '71. Harvey Baker won the Class of '72 presidency over Dave Zingle and former class President Dave Stieglitz by a vote of 114 to 86 to 51. Mick Cheng beat out Bob Longar by about 20 votes in the Class of '73 election. Wiesner was still opposed to his nomination and was reportedly recommended by Wiesner for the top spot, though there was still opposition to his nomination from more conservative elements of the faculty and Corporation. The two hope to work toward a stable family to society.

Dr. Margaret Mead

By Lee Giurge

Dr. Margaret Mead, while challenging many modern assumptions about sexuality, staunchly defended the importance of the stable family to society. Marlboro, Vermont: Dutton. 1972. 304 pp. 6x9. $5.95

Mead speaks on sex mores

Margaret Mead held that the family should remain the basic social and sexual structure at the Third Licensee School Wednesday.

The Tech

The MIT Corporation is scheduled to decide today who will be the next president of MIT.

Provost Jerome Wiesner, long considered the leading candidate, announced he is to be elected. Wiesner has received the support of President Howard Johnson, the faculty advisory committee on the president, and CIAC, which is the main channel for student input.

Regular meeting

The decision will come at the regular quarterly meeting of the Corporation, and the announcement of Johnson's successor is expected this afternoon. The full selection was left to the Corporation's search committee, headed by Dr. James Fisk.

The Fisk committee has reportedly recommended Wiesner for the top spot, though there was still opposition to his nomination from more conservative elements of the faculty and Corporation. However, several high officials in the MIT administration have told faculty members that they would resign if Wiesner was passed over for the post a second time.

In 1966, the search for a successor to President Julius Stratton was deadlocked between Wiesner, then Dean of the School of Science, and Gordon Brown, Dean of the School of Engineering. Howard Johnson, the Dean of the Sloan School, emerged as a dark-horse, compromise candidate, able to command support from both liberal and conservative elements of the faculty and Corporation.

Conversations with faculty members revealed that Johnson, who has supported Wiesner in both public statements and in private conversations with members of the Corporation, should have little difficulty in obtaining the approval of the Corporation for Wiesner's appointment.

Osgood Nichols, an outside advisor on elections to Johnson for the past several years, will be in charge of publicity. Nichols was also responsible for negotiating the Administration's side of the November elections.

The MIT Corporation is "Continuous News Service since 1881."